ANESU Planning Tool
Grade Cluster 3-5
NETS Standard 1
Creativity and Innovation
Students demonstrate creative thinking, construct knowledge, and develop
innovative products and processes using technology. Students:

Performance Indicator A
apply existing knowledge to generate
new ideas, products, or processes

Performance Indicator B
create original works as a means of
personal or group expression

Performance Indicator C
use models and simulations to explore
complex systems and issues

Performance Indicator D
identify trends and forecast
possibilities

VT GE 3-5
Students use digital representations of
existing knowledge to extend their
understanding and create new ideas,
products, or processes.

VT GE 3-5
Students utilize a variety of digital
tools to create original works for use
in an individual or group product.

VT GE 3-5
Students use and manipulate variables
in digital simulations, models, or
graphic representations to explore and
explain ideas or concepts.

VT GE 3-5
Students use digital tools or resources
to conduct research, identify patterns,
interpret data, and make predictions.

Examples
Students create a "poetry wiki" that
stems from the elements of poetry in
lyrics from songs found online,
adding images that capture the
essence of the poem from an online
photo collection that grants
permission for reuse.
Students create a radio commercial
using sound editing software and/or
recording device to advertise a
product or invention that could be
used by fictional inhabitants of a
planet based on their understanding of
the planet.
Examples of digital tools above may
include: Creative Commons
collections of photos with permission
for reuse like Flickr, Audacity sound
editing software, and wiki sites such
as PBworks or Wikispaces

Examples
Students use digital maps and sound
recording software to create or
contribute to a combined class
interactive travel log that includes place
marks, narration, and the students'
illustrations of a trip they would like to
take.
Students use a scanner and digital
drawing tools to create a self-portrait for
inclusion in a combined class photo
collage.
Examples of digital tools above may
include: Google Earth, Google Maps,
Audacity, photo editor like GIMP &
Photoshop, drawing tools like Sketchup
& Paint, imagine tools such as
Photobooth and online Avatar makers

Examples
Students use interactive software or
websites simulating the human body to
explore and explain science concepts
and solve problems from prompts such
as "Why do over 50% of the people who
come to the ER after a bike accident
have a broken collar bones?"

Examples
Students create surveys to predict
which items to purchase for sale in
the student run school store (bake
sale, fundraiser event, etc). Students
graph sales on spreadsheets over time
to analyze their predictions.

Students use content-specific simulation
software to engage in recreations of
historical cross-country journeys or
historical conflicts, etc.
Examples of digital tools above may
include: "The Visible Man,” History
Globe, Oregon Trail, Cross Country
Canada, virtual frog dissection.

Scenarios: The Big Picture
Local Heroes/Heroines
Making Our School Green
Picture Book Authors

Students analyze local weather maps
and online tables of weather data
during the school week, create graphs
from that information and make
predictions about the upcoming
weekend weather, which is published
in the weekly school newsletter
Examples of digital tools above may
include: Excel, Tinkerplots

